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Regional Context
• Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Reports
established for Nitrogen throughout Cape Cod to
improve embayment water quality
• CLF Lawsuit & Settlement Agreement
JBCC Effluent
Disposal

• Cape Cod Commission 208 Plan Update
• Municipal wastewater management “needs” are
significantly larger than “available capacity”

JBCC WWTF

• The JBCC WWTF is located near the “municipal
needs areas” and the JBCC Effluent Disposal site is
located outside the nitrogen-sensitive areas
• The Upper Cape towns have a long history of
working together
Source: CCC 208 Implementation Report
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Shared Wastewater Management Study
• Participants:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Bourne (2017 to 2019)
Falmouth (2017 to 2019)
Mashpee (2017 to 2019)
Sandwich (2017 to 2019)
Joint Base Cape Cod (2017 to 2019)
MassDevelopment (2017 to 2019)
Barnstable (2019 only)

• 2017 Project Goals
o

To identify capacity and cost information for
a shared WW approach

o

To confirm interest in participation in shared
WW approach

o

To outline a path forward

• 2019 Project Goals
o

• Received comments on the
2017 Report from:
o
o

Dept. of Environmental Protection
Cape Cod Commission

To refine the implementation plan by exploring
key items identified in the 2017 effort:
• Permitting
• Funding and financing
• Management entity and inter-municipal /
inter-governmental agreements
• Effluent forcemain capacity
• Effluent disposal methods and locations
Slide 4
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2017/2019 SWMS Capacity Requests
Capacity Requested over Long-Time
“Study Basis” (Annual Average Basis)

• Asked the towns and JBCC to make
capacity requests for
Short-term, Mid-term and Long-term

6.0

o

Sewage, Septage and Effluent

5.5

o

5.0

4.0

Bourne (effluent and sewage)

o

Falmouth (effluent)

o

Mashpee (sewage)

o

Sandwich (sewage)

2.0

o

Barnstable (sewage)

1.5

Flow (mgd)

o

3.5
3.0
2.5

2.20

o

Significant capacity expansion
needed to meet the identified
needs

0.5
0.0

2.40
2.14

Current Permitted
Capacity 0.36 mgd
1.26
0.93

1.0

ØKey Conclusion

4.55

Study Basis Capacity 4.55 mgd

4.5

• Study Basis

0.14

0.00

0.14

Existing

Treatment & Disposal

Mid-Term
~10 years

Disposal Only

Long-Term
20 to 40 years

Total Disposal
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JBCC Wastewater System
• Owned by US Air Force/ MA ANG
• 36 miles of sewer
• 11 Pump Stations
• 0.36-mgd WWTF, annual average (AA)
o

Current flows ~0.14-mgd, AA

• 11 miles Effluent Forcemain
• 0.36-mgd Rapid Infiltration Basins, AA

ØKey Conclusions
o

Adequate land available for treatment

o

Effluent disposal is the principal constraint

o

Without significant additional effluent
disposal capacity, the potential for a JBCC
SWMS is limited
Slide 6
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Effluent Disposal Setting

• Zone II watershed protection areas
• Contamination plumes
• Upper Cape Water Supply Reserve/
Northern Training Area
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Effluent Disposal Setting

• Nitrogen-sensitive watersheds
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Effluent Disposal Setting
ØKey Conclusions
o

o

o

o

o

o

There is very limited land available for
conventional land-based disposal.
Four effluent disposal options were found to be
technically feasible and allowed under MGL
(rapid infiltration; wicks; deep well injection;
Cape Cod Canal discharge).
Continue to plan for rapid infiltration, wicks
and/or Cape Cod Canal discharge. Consider
effluent reuse where practicable.
Defer consideration of deep well injection
disposal into the future.
JBCC SWMS Effluent Disposal Workshop held in
May 2019 which was attended by regulators
and interested stakeholders
DEP indicated their support in a letter issued in
May 2019
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Candidate Plan
• Completed an alternatives analysis in 2017
and updated the analysis in 2019.
• Candidate Plan:
o

Construct conveyances from each participating
town to JBCC SWMS

o

Construct a new WWTF on JBCC

o

Construct additional transport-to-disposal piping

o

Continue effluent disposal at the existing RIB site

o

Construct new effluent disposal at a combination of
Site 1, 2, 5 and/or 6.

o

Estimated capital costs in April 2019 dollars:
• $154M for the Upper Cape towns
• $229M for the Upper Cape towns plus Barnstable
• Excludes local collection system costs (at JBCC and
within individual towns)
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Cost-Effectiveness
• A key factor in evaluating a regional facility is determining whether the regional
facility is cost-effective when compared to the other options a community may
have.
• To facilitate this assessment, a conceptual cost allocation model was developed
for the JBCC SWMS Candidate Plan. A broad assessment of cost-effectiveness
was conducted for the Upper Cape towns. At the scale identified in the 2019
Report, the conclusions are:
o

The JBCC SWMS approach appears to be more cost-effective than individual town facilities

o

The JBCC SWMS approach provides sufficient advantages to warrant continued planning.

• Each participant will need to conduct its own detailed assessment of costeffectiveness and then determine its desired level of participation.
o

It is important to note that if one participant changes its participation level (i.e., whether an
increase or decrease), that change impacts the cost-effectiveness for all of the participants
(i.e., better or worse). It may take several iterations in order to arrive at the final participation
levels.

Slide 11
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Implementation Timeline and Action Items
• If a regional JBCC wastewater system is to come to fruition, it will require a
concerted and multi-track effort from Federal, State and local government
officials focused on the implementation action items.
o

Planning, permitting, design and construction of the JBCC SWMS could take 8 to 10 years.

• The recommended action items are to:
o

Confirm effluent disposal capacity

o

Confirm cost-effectiveness and commitment level on a town-by-town basis

o

Confirm desired implementation timeline as a group

o

Secure additional funding for planning activities

o

Facilitate a transition from the “existing condition” to the “JBCC SWMS”

• If the towns desire to continue collaborative planning efforts for this opportunity,
an inter-municipal agreement would be beneficial and should be considered.

Slide 12
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THANK YOU
ed.leonard@wright-pierce.com
888.621.8156
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SHARED WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT STUDY
Towns of Bourne, Falmouth, Mashpee, Sandwich and Joint Base Cape Cod
Executive Summary
The Towns of Bourne, Falmouth, Mashpee and Sandwich were awarded two Community Compact
Cabinet’s Efficiency and Regionalization Grants for a Shared Wastewater Management Study.
Subsequent to the second grant award, the Town of Barnstable expressed interest in the Shared
Wastewater Management Study and separately funded the necessary study activities to “catch up”
to the other four towns and to incorporate that content into this revised report. MassDevelopment
also participated in the planning efforts. The purpose of the study is to prepare an engineering
assessment for a potential partnership for shared wastewater management options among the towns
to utilize and expand the Joint Base Cape Cod (JBCC) collection, treatment, transport and effluent
disposal systems for regional use.
The following items represent an executive summary of the key issues that need to be understood
and resolved by participants, regulatory agencies and stakeholders.


The four Upper Cape towns (Bourne, Falmouth, Mashpee and Sandwich) and Barnstable all
have significant wastewater treatment and disposal needs in order to meet the water quality
requirements issued in DEP Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Reports and to meet other
town wastewater management objectives. One potential way to address some or all of these
needs is through a significant expansion of JBCC wastewater treatment and disposal
infrastructure to serve as a regional facility.



As a part of this study, the Upper Cape towns provided estimates of wastewater management
needs that could be addressed by a potential regional facility. As a part of a parallel study,
Barnstable provided similar estimates.

The total of the wastewater management needs

provided by the five towns is 4,550,000 gallons per day (annual average basis) of sewage
treatment and/or effluent disposal capacity. Refer to Sections 1.6 and 2.2 for additional
information.


The existing JBCC treatment and disposal system has approximately 75,000 to 100,000 gallons
per day (annual average flow basis) of available capacity. The available capacity at the existing
JBCC treatment and disposal system addresses only 2% of the identified need. To serve the
needs of the Upper Cape and Barnstable, a new significantly larger WWTF and effluent
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SHARED WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT STUDY
Towns of Bourne, Falmouth, Mashpee, Sandwich and Joint Base Cape Cod
Executive Summary
disposal system would need to be constructed.

Refer to Section 1.4.9 for additional

information.


There appears to be more than adequate land available within the Cantonment for a new
regional WWTF as described herein. Refer to Sections 2.5, 2.8 and 2.9 for additional
information on the potential regional WWTF.



Several methods of effluent disposal were evaluated as a part of this study. The most favorable
methods include rapid infiltration basins, wicks and surface water discharge to the Cape Cod
Canal. Refer to Sections 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 for additional information on the potential regional
treatment facility.



Although, JBCC consists of approximately 22,000 acres, there is very little land which could
be utilized for expanded land-based effluent disposal without review and approval by others.
Much of the JBCC land is protected by the Environmental Management Commission (EMC)
and/or is in nitrogen-sensitive watersheds and/or is in Zone II public water supply protection
areas and/or is impacted by historic groundwater contamination plumes under remediation.
Significant expansion of effluent disposal capacity will require careful coordination with the
military, ACOE, EPA, DEP, Environmental Management Commission and the
Commonwealth. Refer to Sections 2.7 and 4.2 for additional information.



An “Effluent Disposal Workshop” was held at JBCC on May 9, 2019. The workshop was
attended by over 24 individuals representing EPA, ACOE, DEP, Massachusetts Coastal Zone
Management, Environmental Management Commission, Massachusetts Air National Guard 102nd Intelligence Wing, Massachusetts Army National Guard, Cape Cod Commission, Upper
Cape Regional Water Supply Cooperative, Buzzards Bay Coalition, Town of Falmouth, Town
of Sandwich, and Town of Barnstable. During the workshop, several potential land-based
disposal sites within the Upper Cape Water Supply Reserve and on land owned by the Army
Corps of Engineers (ACOE) as well as one potential surface water discharge site to the Cape
Cod Canal were discussed. At the conclusion of the meeting, all attendees agreed that there
are numerous review processes that need to be undertaken (e.g., ACOE, Environmental
Management Commission, NPDES permit application, etc.) and further agreed that there were
no insurmountable issues associated effluent disposal siting and permitting that could be
identified. Refer to Section 4.2 for additional information.
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SHARED WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT STUDY
Towns of Bourne, Falmouth, Mashpee, Sandwich and Joint Base Cape Cod
Executive Summary


To accommodate the regional flows identified by the Upper Cape towns, the estimated capital
cost for the “candidate plan” is $154 million for the regional conveyance, treatment, transport
and disposal facilities (excluding any local collection system infrastructure within the towns).
The annual operations and maintenance costs for these regional facilities are estimated at $3.1
million. These costs are presented in April 2019 dollars (ENR CCI 11228). Refer to Section
2.9 for additional information.



If the additional flow identified by Barnstable was included, the estimated capital cost for the
“candidate plan” is $229 million for the expanded regional facilities (again excluding the local
collection system infrastructure within the towns). The annual operations and maintenance
costs for these expanded regional facilities are estimated at $4.6 million. These costs are
presented in April 2019 dollars (ENR CCI 11228). Refer to Section 2.9 for additional
information.



In terms of total equivalent annual cost (i.e., including capital cost and annual operating costs),
the least expensive options are advanced wastewater treatment with biological nutrient removal
plus a combination of land-based and surface water-based disposal. An evaluation of nonfinancial factors results in similar conclusions with regard to the most favorable options. Refer
to Section 2.9 for additional information.



A key factor in evaluating any regional solution is whether the regional solution is costeffective when compared to other local options that a community may have. While a detailed
assessment of the “non-JBCC alternatives” available to each of the towns was beyond the
scope of this study, a broad assessment of cost-effectiveness was completed for the Upper Cape
towns. Based on this broad assessment, there are sufficient advantages and cost-effectiveness
for the participating municipalities to warrant continued planning efforts. Refer to Sections
2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 for additional information.



Ultimately, each town needs to perform its own detailed assessment of the cost-effectiveness
of a regional JBCC solution versus the other local options that they may have and then each
town will need to commit to its desired level of participation. It is important to recognize that
when one participant changes its participation level (i.e., whether an increase or decrease), that
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change impacts the cost-effectiveness for all of the participants (i.e., better or worse). It may
take several iterations in order to arrive at the final participation levels.


Several management entity approaches were evaluated. Refer to Section 3 for additional
information.

The five towns currently favor a special purpose district or joint powers

agreement to serve as the permanent management entity. Additional discussion among the
participants on this topic is warranted.


Implementation of regional facility will have many technical, permitting and political
challenges. The regional JBCC facility has several additional complex technical and legal
issues associated with wastewater system ownership, land ownership, the desire of the military
to divest ownership, the significant unfunded asset management and capital improvement
needs and the resultant implications on sewer user rates. There is a need to facilitate a smooth
transition from military ownership (USAF/ANG 102nd) to local municipal ownership (e.g.,
under a joint powers agreement). This may warrant or require technical and/or financial input
from Federal, State and local government. Refer to Section 5 for additional information.



Based on the analyses conducted to date, the regional system would be most cost-effective
under the future scenario once all participants are on-board and are responsible for their
allocated share of debt service, operating costs, reserves and asset management associated with
the committed capacity. The regional system would be least cost-effective under the current
situation (i.e., without municipal participants) once rates are raised to a point that is sufficient
to fund reserves, asset management and necessary capital improvements (i.e., relatively few
users and relatively large unfunded liabilities associated with reserves, asset management and
capital improvements).



If a regional JBCC wastewater system is to come to fruition, it will require a concerted, focused
and multi-track effort from Federal, State and local government officials. An implementation
plan, focused mainly on the key complicating issues, is outlined in Section 6. Resolution of
these items is essential to reaching a conclusion on whether this concept is viable and costeffective.
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If the participants desire to continue planning efforts, an initial Inter-Municipal Agreement
should be considered. Refer to Section 3.1.7 for additional information. In addition, the
participants will need to secure additional funding to make progress on the key issues. These
funds can be from local appropriations processes or through a State or Federal grant.



An implementation timeline, including a graphical depiction of the conceptual effluent
disposal capacity, effluent flow rate, planning-level cumulative costs and planning-level
annual budget including debt service is included as Figure ES-1/ 6-1 on the following pages.
An implementation action items list is included as Figure ES-2/ 6-2 on the following pages.
Refer to Section 6 for additional information.
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FIGURE ES-1/ 6-1: IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
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FIGURE ES-2/ 6-2: IMPLEMENTATION ACTION ITEMS
Key Issue

Action Item

Effluent Disposal Capacity






Meet with EPA, DEP, CZM, ACOE and EMC staff to discuss surface water disposal.
Meet with DEP, ACOE and EMC staff to discuss land-based disposal.
Implement scientific and engineering studies associated with land-based and surface
water-based effluent disposal on a dual-track.
Update cost estimates for the “candidate plan” based on the findings of the effluent
disposal studies.

Cost-Effectiveness of Regional Approach




Update town determinations of cost-effectiveness.
Reassess cost-effectiveness after next round of effluent disposal capacity analysis.

Facility Ownership, Management Entity
and Sewer Rates



Facilitate a decision on ownership transfer of the existing facilities including grants,
as applicable and appropriate.
Transition to a new management entity.
Raise rates to properly fund reserve accounts, asset management and capital
improvements for the existing wastewater infrastructure.
Determine whether to make interim upgrades to accept flow early to existing
facilities or to wait for new facilities.




Timeline and Commitments from
Participants
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Execute an IMA between/among participating municipalities to continue planning
collaboratively and to fund additional planning activities.
Secure grant funds or local funds to explore effluent disposal capacity and costeffectiveness items noted above.
Agree upon a timeline for the above implementation items.
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